Trumpet auditions for large ensemble (Wind Ensemble, Symphonic Band, and Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra) placement at LU:
These auditions are designed to place trumpet players into ensembles and part assignments which
will be appropriate for their experience and skill level. Secondarily, we hope preparing this material
will be a useful and gratifying experience.
1. All trumpet players of all degree plans should feel comfortable taking this audition and
playing in an ensemble. There are two audition options to choose from. The preferred
option is for music majors. The alternate option is still a substantial challenge but is
designed for less experienced non music major students and perhaps less experienced
music majors.
2. We do not have “chair placements” at Lawrence. You will be assigned to an ensemble (or
two if you want to play in band AND orchestra and can handle that). Part assignments
within each ensemble rotate. We very much want everyone to be challenged appropriately.
I will be behind a screen when you audition. Ensemble directors often serve as audition
proctors and are not always behind a screen.
The preferred audition option is as follows:
1. Charlier “Etude No. 2”. It is a little too long for our purposes, so we will stop you at
some point. You will find many recordings of this on YouTube, and some of the best
ones are performed on C trumpet, in concert pitch. I suggest you play it on Bb, as
written.
2. “Procession of the Nobles” by Rimsky-Korsakov. Start in measure 6 and play to
rehearsal #2. You can play this at a comfortable single tongue tempo, a fast single
tongue tempo, or you can double tongue it. We play this every year for graduation and
I’ve noticed most people drag when they attempt to single tongue it. For that event, Dr.
Mast likes to keep the tempo close to the original marking, and I have to double tongue
it to feel and sound right. Take your time preparing this one, as it can be tiring to
practice.
3. Two passages from Mahler’s 5th symphony. Please google translate the German text and
listen to several recordings. The first excerpt is for Bb trumpet, although it is often
played on C (down a Major 2nd). The second excerpt is for (a no longer used) Trumpet in
F. If you play it on Bb you will transpose up a Perfect 5th. On C trumpet your
transposition is up a Perfect 4th.
The alternate audition option is Wurm “Etude # 22”, in its entirety. If you choose the
alternate audition option, you do not need to prepare or play the band/orchestra excerpts.
The alternate audition option presumes an interest in being placed in Symphonic Band.
John Daniel
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